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THE FIRST DAY
 AT THE AIRPORT(S):
o The day I waited for so long finally came. Although my emotions were a complete
mess of everything – happiness, anxiety, stress, sadness, joy, … - I managed to cope
with it. After passing all the control sections I entered the plain which would bring
me to Frankfurt, where I had to take my second flight towards Oslo.
o In Frankfurt I met my first fellow camper, Nico, who is from Austria too. Together we
took the next step into this wonderful journey.
 ARRIVAL IN OSLO:
o The minute we left the control sections of the airport we met Helle Soos, who is
responsible for all the LionsCamps in Norway. She showed us our host families and
made sure everyone gets to their places safely.
MY TIME WITH THE HOST FAMILY
 On the first day I got to meet Burak, the Turkish guy and Gansi, the boy from Georgia. After
greeting we just took naps and were unpacking some stuff. But on every other day we had
exciting adventures and trips to beautiful places and – of course – we got to meet lots of our
fellow campers already. They were placed in the same town as us.
 When we had free time, everything the other boys could think of was visiting the girls at their
place. And I almost forgot to mention the barbeque we had twice in this one week. We
played a lot of poker (or gambling – I don’t know) or UNO.
 My personal highlight of the week with the host family was our trip to Oslo by ship. The
water was unbelievably blue and clean. Then, in Oslo, we went to “Friday’s” and had our
lunch there. After that, we walked along the Fjord and enjoyed the company of each other.
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CAMP TIME
 After the week with the host family we went to the actual camp,
which was in a school. We got divided into different groups and met
our roomie (roommate
) for the very first time then.


Our trips outside of the camp:
o On the first day we drove to a ruin of an old fortress. That
former fortress is widely known in Norway due to its
historical meaning. And because there are BIG concerts in
summer every year.
o We also visited that one island near Drobak, where we took
a guided tour in a museum referring to the second world
war. After that we had typical Norwegian lunch – fish in
many variations.
o My personal highlight was the day we went to
Utoya. That’s the island, where this outrageous
terrorist attack happened. The whole atmosphere
there almost made me cry. All the history in this
place and all those recorded messages that were
written all over the walls…it really hits you.
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Activities in the camp:
We did a lot of things when we weren’t on a trip, for example:
o Practicing for the Final Show – which means singing, playing instruments, dancing, …
o Playing UNO, the all-time-high “Mafia”-game, talking, listening to music, playing
pool, chilling in our rooms, …
o One of the most important activities – the
FOOD!! We had the opportunity to try
different Norwegian dishes as well as
international dishes from the countries we
came from.
o After the Final Show, everyone realised we
would probably not see each other again,
the fun easily dropped, and we all cried
and hugged everyone who went to the
airport one by one.
o Luckily, I had the chance to spend a little
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more time with some of the campers at
favourite camp leader
the airport restaurant. After that, I had to
Sebastian
flew back to Austria, but at least I had my new best friend Nico with

me.

